
Remove both fuel rail covers by pulling up as shown. Then 

slide them 

towards the 

Test fit the strips before peeling and mounting them. This shows the drivers side location of the led strips. First, wipe down 

the mounting area with the alcohol swabs. Next, cut the very top off the adhesion promotor pack. Squeeze the excess fluid 

back into the packet as you remove the sponge. Re seal the packet so it wont dry out before you do the other side. Apply a 

thin coat to the area where the strips mount. Let dry for a 2 minutes. Apply the strips within 1 hr.  

Test fit the strips so you have a good idea how they 

will fit. Start here and route the wire behind or under 

the large retaining hook. Remove the backing from 

the strip and press in place.  

Please read instructions completely before 

starting.  

Tools needed 

13mm socket,  Ratchet and extension.  

Extendable magnet is helpful.  



This shows the position of the led strips on the passenger side cover. Always use the alcohol swabs to clean the 

mounting area and apply the adhesion promotor. Use the same procedure to mount all the strips in the correct 

position. Secure the wires with the supplied heat duct tape.  

 

Install the coil covers by aligning the retaining hooks with 

the V shaped area indicated by the red arrows. Once fully 

in place you can just push down on the side opposite the 

hooks to click them in place. Be sure they are secure.  

Connect the coil cover wires together, red to red and 

black to black. Drop the wires down behind the engine 

to hide them.  

To gain easier access to the positive connection point 

you can raise the large handle out of the way by releas-

ing the locking tab on each side of the fuse box and 

pulling it up. .  

Route the wires toward the  large terminal at the back of the 

under hood fuse box.  



Remove the 13mm nut and connect the fused red wire. 

Point the red wire so it follows the factory cable so you 

can close the cover.  
 

Pry this tab back and flip up the cover over the positive 

terminal at the back of the fuse box.   

After mounting the led strips and the coil covers back on 

the car, route the wires and control box up under the cowl 

and attach with provided tape. You can mount the box 

under the cowl lip or on top of the coolant reservoir.  

The long black wire has to be routed up to the ground 

stud located ahead and below the alternator. Secure the 

black wire with the provided nut and tighten.  Now hide 

and secure all wires and use the supplied cable ties to se-

cure them.  Always re check wires and strips after a while 

to be sure they are all secure.  


